AN EASY WAY TO SUBMIT SCORES!

Our Excel template helps to increase the speed and efficiency of registered shoot processing here at the ATA office, helps reduce processing time, and eliminate any keying errors here.

It’s easy to use the optional Excel template! You’ll fill in the name, ATA number, & score info in the template, save it as an EXCEL file and send it to results@shootata.com. If you use 3S, we urge you to send your scores in electronically through email. Instructions to do so can be found on the home page of www.shootata.com. You can also send scores in on the 3 part ATA registered score sheet.

You can find the template on www.shootata.com. Please use the template and see how well it works for you. We would appreciate and look forward to hearing your feedback on working with this template as revision may still be considered.

Please note that only the ATA Number and members name is required when filling in the template. Full addresses are NOT necessary unless the shooter is a new member. We will need the new members address in order to make sure the scores get assigned to the correct shooter.

As a reminder, you’ll need to forward the remainder of your shoot report to the ATA office within 8 calendar days after your shoot as required by ATA rules.

Thank you again for your support of our Association and the shooting sports!